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10 years of specifications (for me a bit longer though)
There are so many things to choose between!
How is it possible to transfer information in a way that all understand the transfer?
Interoperability is the key to make information future proof!
Specifications describing how to structure information gives interoperability!
Where did we start?
Swedish project eARD
First simplification with the help of some friends
Where are we sailing?
First, we ended with drafts handed over to the DILCIS Board
Enhancement and stability of the specifications is core business!
Addition of specifications is a work we need to do together!
How to engage with the specifications now and in the future
GitHub is the hub for the specifications

https://github.com/DILCISBoard
Reply to open calls, send in; questions, issues, suggestions, in short interact!
Specifications gives us interoperability!
We see the specifications being used as the rules for interoperability!

https://riksarkivet.se/faststallda-kommande-fgsar
https://riksarkivet.se/fgs-dokument
The specifications is a key to understand today as were the runestones to understand the runestones.
The specifications are here to stay, and we all need to use, re-use and contribute!
Thank you